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Title: A-door-able 

Neighborhood: Wild Meadow  

Description: Just west of Jim Hansen Park you’ll find a wee little Court off 

of Dublin (Lane). There you’ll find a magical front porch where spring has 

sprung everywhere...including an entry you’ll really “a-door.”

Answer: 

Description: Off Camden Lane, I live on a street that rhymes with Grove. 

You might think my entire family is following me, but if you look closely it’s 

just some cute rocks and one slow-moving reptile. That’s me!

Neighborhood: Sugar Ridge    

Title: Shell Game          

Title: Rusty Charmer      

Description: Between Willow Bay and Ridge you’ll find a Court with the 

formal first name of Mr. Flintstone (your parents might need to help you 

with this trivia!). This rusty “hat” is also home to dragonflies and a flower.

Neighborhood: Heartland Meadows   

Title: Keep Truckin’    

Neighborhood: Kingsport Villages

Description: North of Spring and near Hobart. My street sounds like royalty 

though I’m a Court not a Drive. Speaking of drive, it looks like I drove 

through the front yard and parked near the front door!

Title: Big Teeth Short Arms     

Neighborhood: Lexington Highlands                 

Description: I live in a little box between Revere and Sunbury, where I 

spend my day guarding the American flag. I might have scary teeth, but I 

can’t even reach to brush them!

Answer: 

Answer: 
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Description: There’s a street between Concord and Lexington named a�er 

a town in New Jersey. At the end of the block you’ll see me doing my 

impression of a penguin, though I’m a bird of a different feather.

Title: Quackers 

Neighborhood: Lexington Highlands  

Answer: 

Description: The house where I live is in Southpointe. And we have a sign 

for our security system. But whoo-whoo is keeping an eye on the sign? 

That’s me!

Title: Whoo Whoo is Safe?          

Neighborhood: Southpointe   

Title: Twin Pickets      

Neighborhood: Rosewood Terrace   

Description: The first three letters of my street are the same as what 

people use for driving. I’m located between Spring and Kane, and while I’m 

not an actual fence, my pickets will WELCOME you!

Title: Stick Together    

Neighborhood: Thornwood

Description: When you find my street you will have made a STERLING 

choice. We’re thousands of miles from Arizona, but this artwork will make 

you think of the desert. During this time “We All Stick Together.”

Neighborhood: Hopps Corner                 

Description: You can see the South Elgin branch of Gail Borden from my 

backyard. But you’ll want to see my front door. We’re not playing baseball 

or so�ball yet, but you’ll        that we are “Safe at Home!”

Title: Safe At Home     

Answer: 
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Neighborhood: Sugar Ridge  

Description: My LANE connects Fairfax and Lancaster, and it sounds almost 

like Jupiter. Though you won’t need space travel to find me, I can “provide 

you a passport for countless adventures.”

Title: Big World Little Library 

Answer: 

Neighborhood: Harvest Lane Condos  

Title: Perched on the Deck          

Description: It will be a Pleasant Drive finding me. And you will Harvest an 

interesting find perched on a deck. You might even see a bird perched on 

the deck when you find me!

Title: Pinwheel Keep on Spinning      

Description: If you just found the previous item in this challenge, you’ll be 

PLEASANTly surprised I’m right around the corner. While waiting for you, 

I’ll just be standing here next to a stump spinning in the breeze.

Neighborhood: Pleasantry   

Neighborhood: Levine

Description: You can pass me on the walking path when you visit Sperry 

Park. But I wonder, “Is it true, when the sky is bright blue, that it’s hard to 

see a painted tree like me?”

Title: A Painted Tree   

Neighborhood: Levine (west of river between Kane and Spring)                 

Description: Streets in my neighborhood have peoples names. I’m 

standing on a stump between Aaron and Barbara. And I might be singing or 

blowing you a kiss. And I might also be named RENEE (hint...hint!)

Title: This Girl is Stumped     
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